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About This Game

Your poor chicken accidentally fell in a portal to another world! Head out on an epic adventure to save him. Face level after
level of complex platforming challenges using your ability to swap between two parallel worlds.

Use your abilities to jump, wall jump, and swap worlds in creative ways to solve each level. Simple and responsive controls let
you control your hero just the way you want to.

FEATURES:

Test your skill in the integrated speedruning mode. Only for the bravest souls.

Choose among the many available color themes.
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Controller support and fully customizable keyboard controls.
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I love the concept of this game. Some of the levels are a bit hard but it only makes you want to succeed more. You might rage
quit once or twice, but you will be coming back. Also, the short back story and the chicken really add to this game. It is worth
the price and overall a good game. I recommend.. The idea is awesome; swapping through different dimensions to find a lost
chicken
The one thing is that the game is not easy and not appropriate for people who rages easily.
Because there should be a split line at the middle of the screen, we can't see the whole map to see the goal, and some levels
require intense and accurate timing, which I don't really like it, so it's a kinda rage game.
I do recommend this game, but it's hard to beat for the beginners.

Edit: Because the game can only detect up to 3 keys, it can't swap while pressing jump, left, and right at the same time. This is
inconvenient tho.

Edit 2: Level 19 is almost impossible because the height of the wall doesn't match with the maximum jump
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